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Sheralee Mitchell-MacEwan

Subject: FW: Meadow View Way open space

From: Shannon Myers  
Sent: Thursday, February 29, 2024 3:56 PM 
To: Adam Clarkson <aclarkson@easthants.ca> 
Cc: Eleanor Roulston <eroulston@easthants.ca>; Sandra Garden-Cole <sgarden-cole@easthants.ca>; Norval Mitchell 
<nmitchell@easthants.ca>; Eldon Hebb <ehebb@easthants.ca>; Carl MacPhee <cmacphee@easthants.ca>; Keith Rhyno 
<krhyno@easthants.ca>; Wayne Greene <wgreene@easthants.ca>; Walter Tingley <wtingley@easthants.ca>; Michael 
Perry <mperry@easthants.ca>; Elie Moussa <emoussa@easthants.ca>; Tom Isenor <tisenor@easthants.ca>; Matt Myers 
 
Subject: Meadow View Way open space 
 
Good afternoon,  
I understand that my email comes after the vote last night regarding the disposal of open space on Meadow View  Way 
in Belnan, but my husband and I felt the need to send a message in order to have our voice heard and on record,  as I'm 
sure this is not the end of this issue.  
I attended the meeting last night. I did not send an email prior to the meeting because I did not realize that we would 
not be able to speak at the meeting. I was very happy with the vote to defeat the disposal of the open space 6-4. I want 
to thank Mr. Rhyno for voicing his concern and the others who voted against this.  
We are the homeowners of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and this would have a direct impact on our life. We choose this property 
for the quiet and the privacy of the lot and are very concerned to about the idea of having a road in our back yard.  
The issue of safety for exiting Ridgewood Court was brought up as a reason for the need for the road. I feel like someone 
is really grasping at straws here using this as a reason. If that was the case, every cul de sac in the municipality would 
need to be reevaluated, not to mention an entire elementary school sits at the end of MacMillan drive in Elmsdale with 
only one exit in or out.  
Thank you for your time 
Shannon & Matt Myers 
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